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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT!
Dear Austineers,
For the first weeks after I took over the custodianship of Miss Cheesewright from Kevin Shortis nearly every weekend Susan and
I have been out in the car for some event or other. Bearing in mind that Kevin has not used her that much in the last few years, it
is testament to the resilience of our little cars. OK, I have found a few problems, but that is only to be expected with a seventy
year old car, and to be honest, half the fun is sorting them out and being able to fix them – as opposed to modern cars which are
impossible to repair unless you have a manufacturer’s computer and the code number to get into the car’s computerised “brain”. I
must admit to thinking that for my next “every-day-car” I should consider getting a good example of a 60’s or 70’s car that I can
repair myself, without notching up expensive repair charges for mechanics who are dependent on silicon chips to tell
them what to do.
It was really heartening to read in the May edition of the Practical Classics magazine about the enthusiasm of a youngster for
our old cars. The young chap I am referring to is Austin Hawkins from East Sussex, who at the age of fourteen started the
restoration of 1935 ARQ Austin Seven Ruby and he finished it in eighteen months. The car had sat in a shed since the 70’s and
was both rusty and incomplete when Austin bought the car for £650; money that he had accumulated by his first project, the
restoration of a 1962 Triumph Herald and selling it for £900!! The bit in the write-up that amused me was that “More than 50
panels had to be grafted in, using steel from scrap household appliance.” When Austin was two years old he had started his
hobby, by passing spanners to his father, who was making a half size 1929 van. We always ask if there will be any young people
to take up our interest in Austin Sevens and old cars in general, and here is one answer. Austin is now at Plumpton College on
and agricultural engineering course. Good luck to him.
Any way, driving Miss Cheesewright has been fun, and it is great to see the smiles it brings to passer-bys as we toddle along. I
would encourage all of you who have their Austin Seven tucked away, to get it out and drive it, because that is when you will get
the most fun out of this hobby of ours. I hope to see you at some event or get together during the remainder of this year of the
Zero Seven.

Jim B
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
MEETING POINTS
For the Club Meeting on the 15th May, Martin Roper had invited a
fellow very talented model engineer, Mr. Norman Lawrence, to bring
along his current project, which is still under construction. It is a
quarter scale, working model of a Napier Aero Engine. This engine
has 24 cylinders, in “H” formation, air cooled, and is machined out of
solid billets on hand controlled machines (not computer controlled).
We had a very good turn out, with nineteen members, plus ten visitors
who had heard that Norman was showing his engine and were very
welcome to join us in admiring the craftsmanship of what could be
justifiably described as “a work of art”!

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
The Rides Night Club Meeting took
place on 19th June, and we started off
with a lovely fine evening to stand
around in the back car park, supping our
beverage, having a mardle, and jumping
into various cars, with the owner of
course, for a pleasant tootle along the
back roads around Weston Longville.
Susan and I arrived early in Miss
Cheesewright, followed not long after by
Stuart Barrett in his Speedy, which
enabled me to have a crawl around on
the gravel to see how he had fixed on the
tow bar/rear platform. Stuart told me
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that he used to use it to tow home a trailer load of bricks, so it is pretty substantial.
Charles Levien and George Crummett both arrived with a display of gravel churning
in their respective Paxton Special and 1927 Chummy. Martin Roper in his Ruby,
Rick and Cherry Fryer in their RP Saloon, and Dave and Trisha Rix in their 1961
Ford 100E Popular arrived in a more sedate manner. David Wall arrived
accompanied by the fanfare of the exhaust note of his bright red 1931 AE Ulster,
closely followed by Nick Walmsley in his 1927 AD Tourer / Chummy. Nick brought
along the Cotton Cup, which his car had had won at the recent 750MC Austin
Allsorts Rally for the “Best Square Radiator Austin 7” congratulations to you both.
Trisha showed me the poster of the Chummy in the Lane, which Dave and she had
had framed and it looks super – it has pride of place hanging in their dinning room.
Susan was the first for a blast around the back roads – literally – in Charles Paxton and arrived back with wind adjusted hair
style and big grin! Stuart took me for my first ride in his Speedy – thinking about it I find it is rather amazing that I had not been
in it before, but the wait made it all the better for that. Others took advantage of going out for rides in various cars, returning
with the requisite “grin”. A couple, who had just come to the pub for a drink, recalled how when the wife was young, her father
had a Ruby, and she used to share the back seat with three of her siblings – Martin obliged with taking them for a ride, but this
time “she” sat in the front, whilst hubby sat in the back. I suggested that they might like to buy an Austin Seven as a
replacement for their current interest of old motorbikes, but they did not take me up on the offer of a Membership Form!! After I
saw the effect on a number people who came back from a ride in David’s Ulster, I persuade him to forgo his glass for a tad
longer, and take me for a ride. I think that the last time I had been in such a quick and taut Austin Seven had been Tony Rose’s
racing Ulster replica, (and that time we had gone at something over 70mph on dual carriageway, which was quite a sphincter
exercise!) but it was great getting up to 65mph along the back road, accompanied by the “blat” of the exhaust note. At about
9pm it started to rain, so there was a hurried packing up of banners, and swift departures homeward.
Luckily, as it was nearly the longest day of the year, it was very light at that time of night, because on the way home I came to
realise just how poor Miss Cheesewright’s headlights are – it was like driving by the light of an almost total eclipse of the sun,
with a faint pool of orange light on the tarmac ahead of us!!! I was most grateful to the modern light power of following traffic!!

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
OUT AND ABOUT WITH THE AUSTIN SEVENS
Miss Cheesewright’s 1st Outing
Report on the Drive-It-Day-Run by Jim Blacklock
It was just over a week since I had taken over ownership of Miss Cheesewright from Kevin, so I had been able to check her over
a little bit more, and had taken her to where I work (or rather she had taken me!) on one day, which caused a bit of the “normal”
“Oh! Isn’t it sweet!!” type reaction from the lady teachers at the school where I work, and a few cheers from the builders
working on the remodelling of the school buildings. The thought just occurs to me, that it must have felt like “coming home for
the car, as Miss Cheesewright, the original owner had been a school teacher!
What was needed to get me a bit more familiar with the car was to take her on a longish run, and as the St Georges Day Run, or
Drive It Day, was due on the 22nd April, it was just what was required. Then I looked a bit closer at the map and thought “150
miles in a 71 year old car, which I was not yet familiar with might be pushing my luck a bit far to start with!”. So I looked at the
map of Norfolk again, and marked where the NA7C members lived, and then plotted a route that would take me through the
most NA7C populated section of the map, so that if I got into problems
with Miss Cheesewright, help from a fellow member would not be far
away. The route I ended up with, obviously started at Acle, then over to
Rackheath, Horsford, Drayton, Fakenham, Wells, Cromer, North
Walsham, Wroxham and home to Acle. Just then I received a call from
Colin Aldridge, who was thinking of following the ANCC recommended
S.G.D.R. route, but was having trouble making out the map from the last
NA7TER, (and when I looked at it, I could understand why! My
apologies.) So I told him of my revised route and invited him and Mossy
to join Susan and I on the revised route, and as he was wanting to run-in
the rebuilt engine of his RP Saloon, which goes by the name of “Little
Darlin”, we both agreed that we would be doing each other a favour in
case of problems. So we arranged to meet up, on the Sunday morning at
the Green Man Pub, Rackheath, at a reasonable hour. As our route was
passing through Drayton, I gave Jim Hunt a call to see if he would like to
join us, which he agreed to do, arranging to meet us in the “pull-over” just
Miss Cheesewright and Little Darlin meet up.
outside Drayton, on the Fakenham road. I must admit that I was a bit
confused to meeting in a “woolly jumper”, but eventually it dawned on me that a “pull-over” was another name for a “lay-by” –
it is quite logical really, but I had never come across the term before, which goes to prove that life is a constant “learning curve”!
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Sunday morning arrived and having loaded the picnic into Miss Cheesewright, Susan and I headed out for our rendezvous with
Colin and Mossy, and thence followed the back-roads around the North of Norwich, to Drayton and the Fakenham Road, where
we met Jim in his blue 1934 RP Saloon, parked up in his pullover. After a chat when we arranged to take a “comfort break” at
the Morrison’s supermarket on the Fakenham bypass, we headed up the road. Just as we arrived at Morrison’s we met Richard
Hart in his nice two seater Austin Seven Special – Richard was on an errand to buy a can of baked beans, so could not join us on
our trip, but did join us for a coffee. Embarrassingly the coffee
dispenser machine confused me (too many buttons – too many
choices!!!) and I very nearly flooded the place!!!
Back on the road we headed for Wells, with me in the lead, but I missed
a signboard at some junction and when I checked my rear view mirror I
found that Susan and I were on our own and heading for Walsingham.
Any way, after a quick phone call to Mossy, to find out where they
were, she told Susan that she did not know where they actually were, but
as we had agreed to meet at the Muckleburgh Collection we agreed to
carry on. I nearly missed the sharp left turn in Walsingham, but just made it – it many years since I have been round the wrong
side of a traffic island!!!
We all met up again at Muckleburgh, and were joined in the car park for our picnic lunch by a dozen or so Minis which were on
a Treasure Hunt from Kings Lynn – it was nice to have the ancient and not so ancient Austin Sevens parked up together whilst
we compared notes.
After lunch, the route took us via Cromer, North Walsham to Wroxham Barns where we ended our joint run in the midst of other
old and classic cars that had started their run in Cromer earlier in the day. I met Nigel Stennett-Cox there and he told me that the
Birthday Boy – David Wall – had been there earlier in his 1934 RP Saloon, as promised, but had gone home again in it because
of a suspected slow puncture. I found out later that David had completed the ANCC St Georges Run in his Jaguar, and had seen
us coming in the other direction, somewhere around the course, but to be honest I did not recall the event. David commented
that people notice you more when you are driving an Austin Seven than if you are driving a more modern car, and I think that he
may well have a point there. It is noticeable, as you drive around in your Austin Seven how many people smile at you – or
rather , at the car. So not only do we enjoy ourselves, we give others something to smile about at the same time.
At the of the day’s run, Colin’s engine had feed-up quite a bit, I had got used to the driving characteristics of Miss Cheesewright
and covered 100 miles, and we had all had a jolly good day out. Also, by going the opposite way to the official ANCC St
Georges Day Run route, we got to see more old cars!!!!

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
th

Sunday 6 May. Wymondham Old Timers Club Classic/Vintage Car Show at Pensthorpe. Report by Rick Fryer.
The Early Spring Bank Holiday saw the first major rally of 2007 when the Wymondham Old Timers Club held their annual
Classic/Vintage Car Show at Pensthorpe Nature Reserve, near Fakenham, on Sunday 6th May. A large number of cars, dating
from the 1920’s to the 1970’s attended, with Austin Sevens from the NA7C being well represented. Our club gazebo was
erected in one corner of the rally field and, surrounded by various models of Seven, soon attracted attention. Also standing out
well above the crowd, at over 15 feet high, were the two new club banners.
The banners have been sponsored by Hemera Workplace Solutions, of Norwich,
through the good offices of NA7C member Roy Clarke. Roy has recently retired
and Hemera to contribute £200 towards any of his interests as a retirement present,
and Roy kindly asked for it to be given to the NA7C to go towards the cost of the
club’s new banners (which cost £257 in total).
Elliott Jones, Hemera’s Flooring Manager, came along to present the banners.
Unfortunately for us (not for them!!), Roy and his wife Carole were enjoying a
Mediterranean cruise on the day of the rally, so Roy asked Jim Blacklock to receive
the banners on his behalf. Elliott was so impressed with the banners that he asked
for details of where we got them as he is thinking of getting some for Hemera!
The entry fee for the event also included admission to the nature reserve and most
members took advantage of the good weather to have a walk around the lakes and
gardens and admire the large collection of waterfowl.
Eleven NA7C cars attended. These included: Jim &
Sue Hunt in their Top Hat Saloon; Bob Carey in his
RN Saloon; Collin Aldridge & Mossy Brewer, Rick
& Cherry Fryer and Michael Spinks in their RP Saloons; Charles Levien and John “Chalky”
White in Opals; Jack Richards and Jim Blacklock & Susan Martin in their Rubies; John & Diane
Clark in a Big Seven Forlite; and Richard Hart in his Keith Roach A7 Special.
Elliott Jones presents the banner to Jim

Exhaust Note!
As you will by now be aware, Jim has christened his Ruby “Miss Cheesewright”, after the
original owner. One of the car enthusiasts at the Wymondham Old Timers event, Ray Mann,
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came over to have a closer look at the car, soon after Jim arrived and surprised him by saying that he recognised the car as
having belonged to Miss Cheesewright in the 1950s and that he had serviced it regularly when he worked as a car mechanic with
St Benedict’s Garage. Ray has a 1933 RP saloon amongst his car collection.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Sunday 13th May, Visit to Wing Commander Ken Wallis at Reymerston Hall. - Report by Rick Fryer
The Cambridge Austin Seven Club had kindly invited NA7C members to join them on their visit to Wing Commander Ken
Wallis’s Museum and Autogyro Workshop at Reymerston Hall, near Dereham.
Ken Wallis – A brief Biography
Wing Commander Kenneth Horatio Wallis MBE, DEng (hc), CEng, FRAeS, FSETP, PhD (hc), RAF (Ret'd), is one of the
leading exponents of autogyros and in fact actually developed the “powered” autogyro from a “towed” autogyro, which he had
purchased in the USA as a DIY kit in the late 1950s. He has held (in some cases still holds) 34 records relating to them, but is
probably best-remembered by the public for building and flying the autogyro “Little Nellie” in the James Bond film “You Only
Live Twice”. However, his life in aviation goes back much further than that.
In 1908 his father and uncle, who lived in Cambridgeshire, built one of the first aircraft - the Wallbro - with the intention of
winning the £1,000 prize, put up by the Daily Mail, for the first powered flight from England to France. Unfortunately, Louis
Bleriot beat them to it by completing the flight in July 1909. Sadly the
Wallbro was destroyed in a gale when the hangar in which it was stored blew
down. In 1973 Ken and his cousin Geoffrey decided to build a replica of the
Wallbro. With no drawings to work from Ken proceeded to build the aircraft
by scaling measurements from photographs taken of the original in 1909. In
August 1978 he successfully flew the aircraft at Swanton Morley. The
Wallbro is now housed at the Norfolk & Suffolk Aviation Museum, Flixton.
Ken Wallis developed a practical interest in mechanics, building a motorcycle
at the age of 11. In the 1930s he bought and assembled a Flying Flea aircraft.
These were kit form midget aircraft which were banned in 1936 after several
fatalities due to design flaws.
Ken joined the RAF at Uxbridge in 1938 having previously learnt to fly on a
de Havilland Gypsy Moth. In December 1940 he was posted to No.1 School
of Army Co-operation and flew the Westland Lysander. June 1941 saw him
transferred to No. 103 Squadron, Bomber Command, where he flew
operations with the Vickers Wellington. Ken completed two tours of
operations, the second one being in Italy.

Ken Wallis and admirers around “Little Nellie”.

After the war Ken took up a post in the Armament Design Establishment at
Enfield and later became a Senior Armaments Officer at RAF Binbrook. In
1956 he went on a two-year exchange posting to the USAF
Armament/Electronics Division at Strategic Air Command Headquarters in
Nebraska. He took his Rolls Royce “Special”, which he had built, with him
in the hold of the ocean liner that took him to the States, and it subsequently
caused quite a sensation over there.
Having previously started building and flying his autogyros Ken finally left
the RAF in 1964 to devote his full resources to developing and demonstrating
them.

Ken prepares his air chariot for flight.
Ken Wallis is now aged 91, still fit enough to fly his beloved autogyros and to give a little jig at the end of our visit!

The Visit
Ken Wallis was there to greet us as we arrived, but was surprised to see us,
as there was some confusion that our visit had been postponed until the
following Tuesday! However, he took our unexpected arrival in his stride
and commenced the tour by showing us some of his record certificates,
photographs and other aviation memorabilia hung on the walls of the hall
itself. Among the memorabilia were three large black crocodile skin
covered case in which Little Nellie had supposedly arrived in Japan for
James Bond – Ken had been most surprised when he went to pick up one
case as a keep-sake by the film company and they had given him all four.
He then led us out to his main workshop, where over 30 autogyros of
various kinds are stored. Ken was soon into his stride, describing several of
The intrepid aviator heads out to the runway.
the machines in detail, interspersed with reminiscences of his adventures
while flying them, early adventures on motorbikes, building his stretched A7 special (using two chassis!), Rolls Royces
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(including the special that he had made and taken to the States) and his wartime exploits.
It was then time for a flying demonstration. Ken pushed one of his autogyros out of the workshop, donned flying helmet and
goggles and swung the prop. The engine fired and he taxied out under the trees to his flying field. Positioning himself at the end
of the grass runway, he engaged the rotor drive and set it spinning, then opened the throttle and sped down the runway. Within a
few feet he was airborne and treating us to a skilled flying demonstration, during which he photographed the cars lined up in
front of the Hall.
Back on the ground, Ken showed us around another workshop, containing
several racing hydroplanes (he raced until 1957, when he won the 56-mile
long Missouri Marathon in the USA), various aero-engines and other
assorted relics collected over the years.
Ken Wallis is a born raconteur, with an intellect, enthusiasm and energy
that belies his 91 years. Everyone on the visit felt privileged to have met
him and came away with the feeling that they had just met someone very
unique.
Five NA7C cars
attended.
These
“Look Mum, no hands!”
comprised Tricia &
Dave Rix and George Crummett in their Chummies; Rick & Cherry Fryer
in their RP Saloon; Jim Blacklock & Susan Martin in their Ruby; and
Chris Makepeace, with his son and a friend of their son, in one of Chris’s
father’s Rubies. Liz Makepeace popped in for a quick visit with their
daughter whilst enroute to another engagement.
Among the Cambridge members’ cars were a Chummy, an Arrow Sports
Foursome, three Box Saloons, two Rubies, a Pearl and two Specials,
together with two larger Austin saloons, a couple of MGs, a Morgan and
an E-Type Jaguar.

A typical Ken Wallis view on the world, with
Austin Sevens parked at Reymerston Hall.

Tailpiece
Chris Makepeace followed Jim on the homeward trip, and he had a GPS unit with him, which the boys were checking on the
way home. Whilst travelling along the A47 Norwich Bypass, they gave a loud cheer when the GPS indicated that both Rubies
were travelling at 50mph plus! A case of modern technology checking on the progress of old technology!!
Chairman’s Note. My thanks to the Cambridge Austin Seven & Vintage Car Club for arranging the visit to Ken Wallis and for
allowing us to join them. Also, with my Editors visor on, my thanks to Rick for compiling both of these reports.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
The End of the Suffolk Run - Report by Jim Blacklock
On Sunday 20th May the Essex & Suffolk Austin Seven Clubs
ended their Suffolk Run at the Norfolk and Suffolk Aviation
Museum, / Flixton Buck Pub, and in the spirit of inter-club
friendship I invited members of the NA7C to join them for lunch and
a get together. Susan and I headed out from Acle, due south to the
Reedham Ferry, where the pub’s new manager got very enthusiastic
at seeing Miss Cheesewright parked outside his hostelry – I think that
we should organize a run to end there, just to see how volubly happy
he could become. Anyway, after negotiating the back roads, we
arrived in Ditchingham, and proceeded into Bungay along the usual
Austin 7s being guarded by Bloodhound missile!
road, when we came across “Road Closed” signs and Charles Levien
coming the other way, informing us that the signs were to be believed!! So after turning around, we
followed Charles through the urban one-way jungle and then I took over the lead through the
hinterland to Flixton. We met up with Graham Baldock of Essex A7C and Melvin Granger of
Suffolk A7C, and we all went into the pub for our lunch. It was really nice to find Dave and Tricia
Rix and Ron and Barbara Houghton already in the carvery, enjoying a chat with other A7
enthusiasts from the southern counties of East Anglia.
After lunch we got together outside, around our cars and had a jolly good chat, or had a look around
the museum. I rather admired the way that Graham Baldock had improved the parking brake
The Baldock Molehill
efficiency of his Austin Seven by calling on the services of the “Little Gentleman in the Velvet
Parking Method
Coat”!
Graham and Melvin were pleased to see all the members of the NA7C who came along and asked me to pass on my thanks to
you. So thank you to Ron and Barbara, Dave and Tricia, Charles, and also to Peter and Heather Metcalf, who came along in their
Sevens, as well as Graham Peck, and Roger and Sue Harnor who came along to lend tacit support.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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The Cambridge A7C Norfolk Camping Weekend - Report by Jim Blacklock
Over the May Spring Bank Holiday weekend of 26th to 28th May, Cambridgeshire Austin Seven Club were due to visit Norfolk for
their Camping Weekend, at Beachamwell, Near Swaffham. Mainly, I suspect, because of the weather forecasted that the weekend
would be rather damp, only the stalwart Lawrence family ventured forth. So when Rick, Cherry, Susan and I arrived at the
allotted meeting place of the Great Danes Pub, in Beachamwell on the Sunday morning, there were only Paul and Michelle
Lawrence and their children in their trusty Ruby, and Paul’s sister, Nicola Lawrence and boyfriend Andy Bulloch were well
wrapped up in Lawrence Senior’s Arrow Sports Foursome (Paul’s father was feeling a bit under the weather that morning and
generously allowed his chariot to be driven by the next
generation!).
So we set off, in a small convoy of four Austin Sevens, heading
for the North Norfolk coast, aiming for Wells and Holkham,
where there was a pub that Rick could recommend. The rain then
bucketed down, and luckily the overhauled windscreen wiper and
new windscreen seal did a sterling job of keeping the view ahead
reasonably clear and our knees dry. However, because of the
excessive amount of water being dropped from on high, part way
to Wells the efficiency of Miss Cheesewright’s brakes decreased
The line up of “Soggy Sevens” ready for home.
to just about nil, and persisted that way for the remainder of the
day! Being brought up on A7 brakes, where any braking efficiency is treated as a bonus, and appropriate driving techniques are
employed as a matter of course, it was not until a week later until Susan had regained enough composure to admit that she had
been some what worried by the situation!! Any way, we had a pleasant enough lunch, and as the rain was still hulling it down,
Rick, Cherry, Susan and I decided to plot a course for our respective homes whilst the more resilient Cambridge punters decided
to venture around Wells before heading south to their camp site and a warm primus. I think that it is great when we can meet up
with fellow enthusiasts from other clubs like this.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
The East Anglian Austin Seven Trophy Event.
The morning of Sunday 24th June dawned damp and overcast, but
after being set up by a large Full English Breakfast at our overnight
B&B, Susan and I headed to the Rougham Airfield to meet up, on
the entrance road to the site, with the originator of the East Anglian
Austin Seven Trophy, Graham Baldock of Essex A7C. Both our cars
arrived bang on time at 8.30, to be joined shortly afterwards by
Melvyn Grainger and Nick Grey of the Suffolk A7C. We drove to
the main ring, where we met Rick & Cherry Fryer, who had beaten
us all to the site! As there was no pre-demarked plot for us, we
The Austin Sevens line up with bulging gazebo and
selected and marked out our own pitch with posts and bunting
fluttering banners under a cloudy sky
around the commentator’s caravan, erected the EA7C gazebo, plus
the Essex and Norfolk club banners on the pitch corners, so that all was
pretty well set out by the time that the next Austin Sevens arrived.
Over the course of the morning twenty one Austin Sevens gathered from the
four East Anglian County Austin Seven Clubs (9 from NA7C, 1 from
CA7&VCC, 2 visitors, and the remainder from Essex and Suffolk A7
Clubs). As the NA7C were the trophy holders, it fell to us to organise this
year’s event. The organisers had told us last year that because of the
number of Austin Sevens last year, we would be taking all our cars into the
main arena this year in a separate parade of our cars and they would present
us with three trophies for categories which we decided. Unfortunately,
because of the weather, and the problem of churning up the grass, this idea
was modified to just three of our cars going into the arena with the other

Ron is interviewed by the roving commentator
selected cars of other makes. So we voted amongst ourselves
for the “Best Open Radiator Austin Seven” and the “Best
Cowled Radiator Austin Seven” and we asked for the passing
public to vote for the “Public Choice Austin Seven” – Susan
did valiantly in stopping passing punters and getting them to
walk around our cars and select their choice, so “A big thank
you Susan.”. After Rick and Cherry had counted up the votes
and determined the three “winners” (which were actually two
cars as the public had selected the same winner as one of our
Our Austin Sevens join the line-up for their Rougham plaques.
classes), it was only then that I was informed by the Rougham
organiser that their “plaques” were for “1st”, “2nd” and “3rd” placed cars!!! So Rick and I had to do a quick recount to determine
that Tricia Rix’s 1926 Chummy came 1st, Paul Maulden’s 1937 Ruby came 2nd(not bad for his first outing with the NA7C) and
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Roger Pitt’s 1936 Opal came 3rd, and they proceeded to the arena at 2pm with the other types of cars to be presented with their
plaques.
This year’s total arbitrary criteria for the East Anglian Austin
Seven Trophy turned out to be “The odometer reading with the
most 7s.” and after a tie-breaker calculation, it was determined
that Roger Pitt’s 1936 Opal was the “winning” car, so the Essex
Austin Seven Club regained the trophy until next years. Charles
Levien, who won the trophy for the NA7C last year, presented the
Chalice to Roger Pitt, and Michael Applin, as Chairman of the
EA7C, accepted the challenge of organising the EAA7T Event for
next year. I apologised for forgetting to bring the plaques that
Graham had asked Mathew Barker to make especially for us, (and
they look very periodic and appropriate for our event Mathew –
so thank you very much for your work in making them), but they
will be sent out at the earliest opportunity, along with the Wings,
Wheels and Steam Fair plaques.

Charles awards the East Anglian Austin Seven Trophy to
Roger Pitt of Essex A7C, whilst Chairman, Michael Applin
applauds in the background, looking forward to next year.

Charles Levien had planned out a route for the return trip to
Norfolk, and he set out to lead the way, with three followers, at about 3pm, though I understand that he found himself devoid of
fellow Austin Sevens after Stanton, and so he speeded up to his normal cruising speed and headed for home alone.
After Charles’s departure, Rick and Cherry, Melvyn Grainger, Nick Grey, Susan and I packed up the equipment and then at 4pm,
Matt Dingle and his father, in their 1931 Box, Rick and Cherry Fryer in their 1933 Box, Susan and I in Miss Cheesewright headed
for the exit road. Unfortunately, initially because a lorry had got stuck in the mud, we came to a stop on the perimeter road, and
there we sat for the next 50 minutes, not moving at all!! OK, it gave us time to finish off our lunch, have an ice cream and get to
know the other exhibitors who were also trying to leave the site, but after a time we realised that though we were stationary, cars
were leaving in a steady stream from the public car park, because there was no control of the traffic flow at the point where the
public exit joined the exhibitors exit. So after the 50 minutes of patience I had had enough, and I advised Matt, who was
immediately in front of me, to cut across the grass and join the flow of cars from the public car park, we followed and Rick tagged
on behind. We were then able to leave the site fairly quickly, but without making a donation to the ATC car park attendants
collecting bucket – they did not deserve anything for causing such a foul up by not controlling the exit traffic. Personally, I would
have to consider very seriously whether to go back next year because of the poor organisation of the site and the parking, which
rather spoilt a super event for me – lets hope they can sort the problems out, because if the weather is good the Wings, Wheels
and Steam Fair is a really great event.
Matt followed me to Gt Barton and onto the A143, and then we rather lost contact with each other, until Matt caught up with me
at Scole, when I was inspecting the verge vegetation, and then he assumed the lead at a fair old lick! I eventually managed to
overtake him on the Norwich by-pass, with a lot of “air-winding” on our part!
I really enjoyed meeting the fellow Austin Seven enthusiasts from the other three East Anglian County Clubs, and would like to
thank the NA7C members who came along to support the event. They were Rick & Cherry Fryer, Matt Dingle and his father,
Ron and Barbara Houghton, Colin Aldridge and Mossy Bewers, Tricia and Dave Rix, Charles Levien, Paul and Liz Maulden,
Jack Richards for sending his Ruby along to join us, and Susan my co-pilot. We also gained a new member at the event, when
Roger Dutton, who came along in his tan coloured 1928 Chummy joined our club.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
MY FIRST AUSTIN SEVEN
Now continuing our series about member’s initiation into Austin Seveneering, we have the story from the son of Peter Walmsley,
who recounted his First Austin Seven story in the last issue of the NORFOLK NATTER..

“Pongo”, my First (Seven) Love
by Nick Walmsley
You never forget your first love - especially if bittersweet emotions are involved. It is true of ‘first cars’ too, especially your first
Austin Seven.
In 1999 two lifelong considerations - an interest in pre-war cars and a chronic illness - combined to bring about ownership of my
first Austin Seven. Having been told that I was an ‘impaired life’ and not expected to last long (!), I decided that if an old car was
not bought soon it might never be done. Ever since I was a young lad I’d especially liked baby Austins, Le Mans Bentleys - and
Model T Fords, but we won’t go into that - and had toyed with the idea of buying a Seven for everyday use after passing the
driving test in the 80s. ‘Sense’ prevailed and my first car was an equally eccentric - but delightful - Citroen 2CV - in retrospect,
perhaps a less practical choice than either an Austin or a Model T. In August 1999, reading the ‘Anglia Advertiser’ in the hospital
waiting room on one of my frequent visits there, I saw a small ad for a 1931 Austin 7 saloon, located in Suffolk, taxed, MOT’d
and going for a reasonable price. Contact was quickly made and a few days later, carefully following directions to a remote sheep
farm on a scarp above a Waveney market town, I made my acquaintance with the little Seven RL saloon later to become known as
‘Pongo’. She was pushed out of a barn tail-first, straw blew off her, and if ever a car could be called ‘cute’ she was it - love at
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first sight. The reason for sale was “My wife and I are no longer as slim as we once were, and with these seats we have to decide
which buttock gets the treat!!!”. Being reasonably slim I fitted the seat quite well, and was taken for a hair-raising drive round
single-track roads at what appeared to be terminal velocity. Seriously hooked by now, I took delivery a few days later and set off
on my first ‘solo’ in a Seven, 30-odd miles through the Norfolk Broads. It nearly ended in disaster within two miles, as a lady
(whose years probably exceeded Pongo’s) stepped off a pavement right in front of us: it was at this point I found that the horn
didn’t work and the brakes, such as they were, pulled violently to the left. The steering seemed a bit odd too, and when the front
tyre pressures were checked later, on arriving home largely unscathed, the reason became apparent: the nearside was inflated at 18
psi, the offside at 52!
The arrival of a lovely RP saloon gave Pongo her name. The RP had been christened
‘Purdey’ from her glory days being driven at high speed round a field in Barton Turf, dashing

in red oxide, and emblazoned with the name ‘Avenger’: it fitted her much better than ‘Peel’ or ‘Steed’. The new film of ‘101
Dalmatians’ was in vogue at the time and the names of the two main characters in it were Purdey and Pongo; so with her London
registration letters of ‘GO’ it wasn’t long before the little black RL became known as “PonGO”. It stuck.
Pongo had clearly enjoyed a remarkable history, but not all of it was
verifiable. Such records as could be obtained from Gaydon or the
DVLC showed that ‘Car No. B3-5220’ was built on May 24th 1931
at Longbridge, painted ‘opal blue’, trimmed in blue rexine, and sent
to R.Garwood and Sons, an Austin and Ford dealer at 54 Stamford
Hill, London, whose supply plate, complete with an original
“Regardez S. Christophe” medal in the middle was still on the
dashboard (St Christopher medals were not available with English
text in those days when Catholics were still regarded with
suspicion!). There was said to be some evidence that she had been
run on paraffin throughout the Second World War, was in Ireland in
the 50s, became typical ‘student transport’ and was painted bright
red. Then, in the early 70s, she entered her mysterious phase, when
sketchy records show that, on several occasions, she was driven to
undecipherable addresses in Ireland ... and returned to England in
pieces. Did she become a gun-runner for the IRA during the
troubles, with pieces of armaments mixed up in her engine
crates? Sold in pieces to a steam enthusiast in the Midlands,
she was re-assembled again with an A-frame fixing on the
front axle and towed to rallies behind a Marshall traction
engine.
Look up the word ‘Pongo’ and you will find “Showman’s
slang for a monkey - hence a Navy term for soldier or marine”.
She’d had a life with a showman, and now soldiered on,
becoming a familiar sight on the local roads, venturing as far
a-field as King’s Lynn and Ipswich, always being used in
preference to something more modern. As things went wrong
they were patched or replaced, and she proved incredibly
reliable in any weather and the perfect transport for a church
organist. She was dressed overall for in flowers for weddings
and feast days, and her cuteness was replaced by a quiet
dignity in her sombre black ribbons for funerals. She acted a
light truck transporting large parts of a Morris Minor that was being re-commissioned, and even went on a night-time raid to
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acquire some wheat for a Harvest Festival display - the crop had been left to rot in the field but, just as the raid was complete, the
farm owner’s heavies arrived to give chase in a white Transit van which, luckily, was not nearly so fast or nimble on the back
roads as Pongo.
She was - and still is - a great favourite on the rally fields too. The Press loved her - ‘An Austin with “Go”’ was one of the better
headlines - and she appeared in both the local and national press on a regular basis for a few years. There was just something
about the car that made people fall in love with her; perhaps it was her delightfully perpendicular rear view, almost more veteran
than vintage, or her coat of beautiful black coach enamel which could be induced into the deepest lustre with a good polish. She
was responsible for sparking an interest in old cars for several youngsters, leaving streetwise chavs in a state of awe (incredible,
but true), and was a good old wallow in nostalgia with people who were her contemporaries. She went on photo-shoots for a
model agency, and ventured into parts of Norwich where other cars feared to go, having charmed the local gang members: “That
your car, mate?” “Er, yes....” “K. That’ll be alright: nobody’ll touch her.” Nobody did.
Other cars came and went in the motor house - ‘Purdey’ the RP saloon and ‘Primrose’ the PD two-seater both from 1934; a 1970
Morris Minor; a nameless and malevolent 1925 Bullnose Morris Cowley which was the most jinxed car I have ever come across;
‘Dolores’ the ’37 Austin Ten Cambridge, and ‘Dottie’ the time-warp ’39 Austin Eight - but Pongo remained until the day we
received a fateful telephone call from the Toad Hall Motorworks. “I think you should come to afternoon tea” said David, the
amiable proprietor who knew I’d hankered after a Chummy for years: “there is a very green reason why you should!” The ‘green
reason’ was an immaculate 1927 AD Tourer, the classic ‘Chummy’, resplendent in dark green paint (of course!). It was one of the
best either of us had seen ... but my Father said very firmly that if we bought the Chummy then Pongo and Purdey would have to
be sold. Purdey was Dad’s car so I didn’t feel such a pang, but parting with Pongo was a heart-rending decision, possibly the
worst decision I‘ve made. “You can’t get sentimental over old cars” said David. “Why not? Bet you do!” I replied. He grinned;
“Well, yes ...”. So it was that ‘Jason’ (after Amy Johnson‘s green Gypsy Moth) joined the fleet, and Pongo began another chapter
in her eventful life.
Pongo didn’t remain in the showroom long and was soon
on her way to Wisbech with a new suitor, who had been
carefully vetted. He had clearly also fallen in love with
her at first sight, as did his family. She continues to
charm all she meets, and now travels to rallies on a
luxurious trailer. She retains a high profile with her image
reproduced on a lapel badge! Do I miss her? Yes. Do I
feel a pang when I see her with someone else? Yes, but
she’s in very good hands. Would I buy her back if I had
the chance ... Well, what do you think?!
(Editor’s Note:- The “new owner” of Pongo is our very
own John Groom, who featured Pongo on his Lions
President’s Badge in 2006, which is what Nick is referring
to in his last paragraph.)
Thank you Nick for your story of your 1st Austin
Seven. I am now looking for another member to let
us read about their 1st Austin Seven – please let me
know who I can expect the next recollection from.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
Over the last three months the club has gained four new
members, which brings the tally of our current
membership to 75 with 97 Austin Sevens.
Our new members are:Mem. No. 076 is John Wright from Baconsthorpe,
Holt, Norfolk. John is a car restorer and is currently
helping David Wall with his work load. John has
recently found, in a barn, a very original 1935 ARQ
Ruby Mk1, which he is currently getting through the
MOT to enjoy this summer, plus various other
interesting old cars such as a 1948 Jowett Bradford Van,
a 1951 Healey Abbott, and a 1952 Fordson Van. Home
Tel:- 01263-577844 Mobile Tel:- 07825-270-610
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Mem. No. 077 is Peter and Mary Nicholls of Sutton, Norwich, Norfolk. Peter is in the legal proffesion, and some twenty years
ago was on a BBC Radio Norfolk programme with David Clayton, when, durring a music interlude, Peter asked David what car
did he think would be the oldest in Norfolk, and the question was then asked of the listeners. The result was the BBC Radio
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Norfolk Old Cars Rally, which is still ruuning to this day, as you will be aware of. So it is nice to know who to thank for the
original idea, and it is great to find that he has owned his Austin Seven for some twenty five years and he has now joined our
little club. Thanks go to Chris Makepeace for making the introduction. The Austin Seven in question is a 1937 ARR Ruby.
Home Tel:- 01692-580365
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Mem. No. 078 is Roger and Keran Dutton of Bury St Edmunds, who brought his 1928 beige and black Austin Seven Chummy
(which he has owned for 35 years) along to our gathering at the East Anglian Austin Seven Trophy Event on the 24th June for the
third year and decided to join us this year. Home Tel:- 01284-752048
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Mem. No. 079 is Nigel and Helen Girling of Potter Heigham, Nr. Norwich bought his 1936 Austin Seven Ruby from David
Wall in March. Unfortunately, because of his work commitments we may not see too much of him, but a rare sighting is all the
better than no sighting at all. Home Tel: 01692-670511
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
If any of our members know any other owners of Austin Sevens not in our club, then please introduce them to the NA7C
– it would be fantastic to have 100 Austin Seven in the club before the end of our third year of being in existence. Also
please remind potential members that by being a member of the NA7C, their insurance for their Austin Seven would be
approximately half if they take advantage of the cover offered by Richard Hoskins Specialist Car Insurance Division
under the Austin Seven Clubs Association Official Insurance Scheme. (End of the sales pitch!!)
—————— \NA7C/ ——————

MEMBERS AND THEIR AUSTIN SEVENS
I know that John Kirby sold his beloved Cambridge Special at the end of 2006, but I think that because he has been such a
long term Norfolk Austin Seven enthusiast, is a founder member of our club and because the Cambridge was such a super
looking car which went really well (it was known as The Thunder Bus, which should give you some idea of it’s performance!), I
thought that I would print this photo of John and his special –also I just like the photo!

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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Member’s Correspondence
Back in April, I received the following email and photos from new member Dave Witton, who is in the process of moving
from Sussex to Suffolk:Hi Jim
Thought I would attach a picture of my girlfriends. The car in the centre of the three
(the red RL swb) will be coming to Suffolk in the first instance as we want one to
play with when we are there! The RN on the left I rebuilt mechanically and retrimmed about 18 months ago after it had been off the road for about 5 years.
Exterior left pretty much as is (except for new lamps) and is a general runabout.
For some reason - even though the rear mains
are rattling away - she goes like hell!! And
stops too!!! On the right is the Tourer which we
bought from Arnold Crowe about 2 years ago.
Rather annoyingly Arnold flogged off the original registration number (JL 132) for some
ridiculous amount of money (don’t you just hate that?) so the plate is an age related one
HUI 553. Karen fell in love with the car as soon as she saw it with the top down so it was a
must have! Dry use only of course.
Needless to say they all have names: Mabel (the green RN), Millicent (the red RL), Molly
(the Tourer). I also recently acquired another RL which had been stored since 1944.
Picture of it's reappearance into the light of day is attached - complete with 1945 tax disc in
the window. It is completely original and the body is in surprisingly good shape. I am busy trying to get it back on the road. I
will drop you another line with more details, chassis etc so you can update your records.
Hope to see you at a gathering in the not too distant future.
Cheers Dave
I am sure that we all look forward to meeting Dave and Karen, with their Sevens in the very near future. If any other members
would like to send me in photos of their Austin Sevens with a brief history then I will include it in future NA7TERS – but please
hold off sending files of more than 2mb until I have got my broadband connection set up.
—————— \NA7C/ ——————

THE MISSING – THE WANTED – THE FOR SALE SECTIONS!
THE MISSING
Mr Chris Chubb, who looks after the Austin Seven Boat Tail 2 Seater Register, is still trying to trace one of his “flock”
that has gone missing in our part of the country. He is interested to trace the current whereabouts of the A7 Boat Tail car,
built on chassis number 109080, which was originally registered in May 1930, with registration JG 946. When Chris last knew
of it in the 1980’s, it belonged to a Malcolm Fryer of Hockham Street, Kings Lynn. If anyone has any information as to the car’s
current location, please let me know and I will pass the details on to Chris or you can contact him direct on 01580-891029.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
THE WANTEDS
John Hazell is in need of a Chummy radiator and cowl for his Ulster Replica build as they are lower than the one he has –
can anyone help? (See his report in a page or two!) Call John on 01953-488219.
David Lobb, from Occold in Suffolk, who came along to see me at the EAA7C Trophy Event, is looking for a pre 1930 Austin
7 Van. Contact Home Tel:- 01379-678107 & via email mulberryclassics@hotmail.co.uk

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
THE FOR SALES
Austin Seven Books: Because of unforeseen circumstances, Jim Blacklock will once again be looking after Henry &
Jennifer Thorne of Margaret Motors Books stock of Austin Seven books for the next couple of months. So if you would like
to purchase brand new copies of the Austin Seven Source Book @ £30 (retail = £35), the Austin Seven Workshop Manual @
£43, a used copy of Chris Harvey’s “Austin Seven” book @ £15, Men & Motors of the Austin by B. Sharratt @ £25 (retail =
£30), Hints on Fitting & Adjusting the Zenith Carburetter – Dec 1930 @ £5.50, plus copies of reprints of some of the
original Austin Seven Handbooks and Austin Seven Spare Parts Books contact Jim Blacklock on 01493-750805.
Mr David Wall, of Toad Hall, Hoveton, has 2 Austin 7 Rubies (Type ARQ & Type ARR) for sale. Both need restoring.
David also a beautiful and usable 1928 Austin Heavy 12 Fabric Saloon complete with period picnic hamper and windup gramophone for those summer picnics!!! Contact David for further details, at his workshop during the day on 01603782353.
Mr Dick Applin still has quite a few Austin Seven Spares for sale, in order to clear space in his garage for his current
project, a Riley Special for use in hill climbs and other sporty type events. So please contact him on 01263-733626.
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Finally for a Non- Austin Seven Spares advert!! A sign of modern times I guess!!
HP Inkjet Cartridges –Mr Rick Fryer has replaced his HP Inkjet Printer and has some unused cartridges for sale. These are
new, still in their packaging and comprise two HP344 colour cartridges and one Tesco equivalent HP339 black cartridge. Cost
new £50. For sale at £25. Will fit a variety of HP Deskjet, Officejet and Photosmart printers. Ring 01362 696114 or email
rick.fryer@tiscali.co.uk for details.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
ADVERTS FROM OTHER AUSTIN SEVEN CLUBS

From The Scottish Austin Seven Club
1938Austin Big Seven “Forlite”.
MoT to April ‘08. Good lights, battery & tyres. Sale includes numerous valuable spares
including engine, gearbox, rear axle, pistons, shells, etc. £4300 or offers to Trevor Crisp
on 01988-700870.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
THE SOLDS! I thought that you might like to know what happened to the cars advertised in the last edition.
Mr Hamish Alger sold his 1929 Austin 7 Ulster in June through the services of Gavin McGuire’s Commission Sales. I
understand that a buyer was found in about three days – and so a fine and rareish Austin Seven like this car should.
Non Member, Gwen Wright from Aylsham, has sold 1935 Austin 7 Ruby to someone living in Banham, so it is still in our
area.
Mr Paul Lawrence, from Nr. Swaffham has sold his 1927 Austin 7 Mulliner Fabric Saloon to an enthusiast in Sussex who
plans to keep it in it’s current original condition, much to Paul’s relief.
At long last, after about a year of advertising in the NA7TER, Mr Garry Kendall, of Thorpe St Andrews, Norwich has sold his
Austin 7 Sport Special. Gary tells me that the new owner comes from Sittingbourne in Kent, is a member of the A7OC, and
had seen the car advertised in the A7OC newsletter. So this sale is a direct result of my initiative to send our adverts out to other
Austin Seven Clubs, in order to spread the word amongst other enthusiasts - so I must admit to being a bit chuffed, even if Garry
was rather torn apart when the sale was made! He and Geraldine are looking for a suitable car that they can get the children in to
enjoy the old car motoring, so maybe we will see them soon in a Ruby or a Big Seven.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
AN AUSTIN 7 FOR SALE ADVERT FROM THE MAGAZINES
I saw this Feb 1931 Austin Seven advertised in The Automobile and decided to include it in our
newsletter. I have talked to the current owner, who’s name is Bruce Griffith, he lives in Alborough,
on the Suffolk coast, he and his wife have owned the car for thirty years and used to take the
children to school in it. Bruce said that he had not been able to find an Austin Seven club near to
him and was surprised to hear of the NA7C, albeit somewhat late for him. Bruce has an engineering
background and has maintained the car over the years to keep it on the road and he is asking £4,000
for this little car. Tel:- 01728-454561

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
From the Austin Seven Owners Club adverts that appeared in their June Magazine
FOR SALE
1932 Austin 7 Open Top Tourer. Blue with Black wings. Good condition, reliable, called ‘Lady II’. Tax and MoT. Complete
with soft hood, side screens, retractable picnic shelf. Lots of history, receipts etc. My young family has enjoyed the car for the
last 8 years on trips including Beaulieu and London to Brighton (Millennium Run). Fantastic, cheap, open top motoring!
£5,950 ono. Call Doug on Daytime: 01252 711798, Evening: 01252 725400, Mobile: 07909 552040 (Farnham, Surrey) or email:
doug@mcalan.co.uk.
******************************
1938 Ruby Saloon. Photo on the right. MOT’d last month, runs well, lots of money
spent on engine and paintwork. Death in family forces sale. The car is sitting in
Howard Annett’s garage at the present time in Horsham. Was originally owned by Ken
Berry and subsequently by the late Chris Waller. Much work done by Mac Bonar.
Needs a good home. Ready to rally. Offers in the region of £4,500. Car must be sold or
will have to go into an auction. Contact Howard on 01403 790530 or leave a message
on the answerphone.
*****************************
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Austin Ruby 1937, in blue black, body off chassis done body to bare metal, red oxide, re-sprayed, rewired, engine total
overhaul, gearbox checked, new brakes and cables, new chrome, new woodwork, new headlining, new upholstery and new tyres.
I’m looking for £6000. Please contact John on: 01834 860 230/228. (Narberth Pembrokeshire) / jwilliams909@aol.com
******************************
Jane Wells is selling an early magneto engine for restoration, sump, crank, cylinder block, cylinder head with brass plugs and
crankcase No. 54106 ) price £75.00. contact 01580 762353 (Tenterden)
******************************
Quite a large quantity of A7 odds & ends, mostly mechanical items, engines, cranks etc.etc, a chassis with V5C, axles and so
on, nothing exotic. I would like to sell everything on an all or nothing at this stage. For details please contact Andy on; 01923
235737 (Croxley Green-Watford)
*****************************
Garage Clearout, complete engine M243602 with flywheel/clutch and head etc, needs looking at, 4 speed gearbox to match, 3
speed gearbox been repaired 1928? Ruby back axle with prop shaft, box of new pistons, Ruby radiator in good condition, Box
window winder, 17” wheel complete with tyre in fair condition, pair Ruby chrome headlights in good condition, pair Box black
head lights in fair condition, 2 Zenith carburettors 1 in fair condition, 6 volt starter motor in good condition, complete set of
pedal arms, Box starting handles, 12volt windscreen wiper motor and vacuum wiper, small chrome fire extinguisher, new 18mm
plugs, Ruby steering column but centre missing, 1 indicator, 1 coil and various switches etc, pair of Box blue leather seat covers.
2 complete sets of gaskets, new 24 chrome door handle with key, new distributor cover, battery cover, new pedal rubbers, wheel
bearings etc. I would accept a reasonable offer for the lot! Please phone Peter on: 01843 585736
******************************
Kit of parts for 1927 Austin Seven. Magneto engine, chassis, axles, correct wheels etc. Ideal for special, vintage van or
Chummy £1650 D.L. Spalding 01273 300895 or 07710 432995 (Saltdean, Brighton)
*****************************
Austin Clutch Plate still in original packing approx diameter 6 1/4”. Details on packing are ‘7H 3077 Clutch plate’. If
interested available for donation to RAF Wings Appeal. M. Roach 020 8668 3408 (Purley, Surrey)
*****************************
Austin 7 owner has secluded detached studio available for holiday/ weekend/short breaks. Sleeps 2. All mod cons. Safe
parking. Lovely countryside between Tonbridge and Sevenoaks in Kent. Reasonable rates. British Tourist Board approved 3
star rating. T. Francis 01732 810943
*****************************
WANTED
Austin Ruby Seat, I don’t know whether I can get hold of a replacement metal ‘pan’ for the base of the cushion squab as my
one on this seat is completely rusted to bits. Thank you in anticipation. Alasdair Enticknap: 01423 541709 (Harrogate, North
Yorkshire) / email alasdair.enticknap3@ntlworld.com
*****************************
Small braked trailer which will transport a Ruby/Box Saloon sized vehicle. Contact: Malcolm Day on 020 8395 6428. (New
Malden/Surrey)
**************************

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
RESTORATION, REPAIRS AND MODIFICATION REPORTS
In the last NA7TER we learnt the John Hazell was involved in building an Ulster Replica. Here is the story behind that snippet,
brought up to date

The Transmogrification of “Wexford” re: WX 5542
By John Hazell (June 2007)
Towards the end of last year I purchased an Austin 7 Special, from the widow of a friend of mine, she was moving home so the
car had to go! The car had been originally bought by her brother as a retirement project for Andy her husband but he had been
too ill to do any work on it for at least the last ten years, and alas he died two years ago of
leukaemia. Sue's brother had already started to strip parts of the car including the wings and
bonnet.
When I picked the car up on a trailer, I was then told that after searching high and low they
were unable to find any paperwork relating to the car, at the time I thought little of it, but
that will turn out to be another story!
I got the car home, into my workshop and continued to strip off the bodywork; it had been
constructed of flat steel bar and angle iron, with an aluminium skin, but unfortunately
electrolytic action between these materials had caused a lot of corrosion on the body - the
doors were rotten and the bulkhead and floor pan were made up of a patchwork of rusty steel panels. Once the body was off I
could then identify just what I had bought. It amounted to a 1930 Austin 7 chassis, on which was mounted 1931 engine with a
1929 bacon slicer type starter motor; the engine was coupled to a 1934 four speed synchromesh gearbox, a Hardy Spicer prop
shaft connected it to a late "D" type back axle, the braking system was hydraulic with a mini type hand brake!!
After looking at several body types and the costs involved, I decided to convert "Wexford" into a reproduction Ulster, following
the “Chris Gould Guide”. The chassis was completely striped and cleaned; I welded up all the non standard holes and prepared
it with POR 15 chassis paint from the USA.
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At one of our monthly meetings it came up in conversation that I was looking for spare parts, I then went to see Rick and Cherry
Fryer and purchased off them a brake cross shaft assembly and hand brake lever that required some repair work, which Rick had
taken from an old chassis he had in the back of his shed. I duly repaired the hand brake lever with a new piece of 3/16” rod
needed to operate the locking pawl; the shaft, bushes, cams and springs were duly cleaned painted, greased and fitted to the
chassis.
Next I was able to purchase an Ulster (sports) type front spring off the internet (via a friend’s computer). On arrival it was
stripped, cleaned, painted and rebushed ready for assembly. I decided to purchase a "new" front axle and have it converted to
"Ulster" spec. On receiving my new axle from Tim Myall (Pigsty), I set about stripping my old one for the brakes and stub
axles, and it was at this point, to my horror, that I found that the stub axles were not the later Girling type, but a pair of butchered
early ones that had the grease nipples and king pin covers stuck on with araldite and plastic metal. Fortunately I was able to
source the correct type with the aid of The Red Cross Spares and Service Directory that I had recently received, and Dave
Williams of the Austineers supplied me with a pair in excellent condition, these were delivered by hand when he was in Norfolk,
from his usual base in Bradford-on-Avon, to pick up his daughter from the U.E.A. in Norwich. He also handed me the spares I
had ordered from Dave Phillips at The Seven Workshop that same day, as they both have premises at Elms Cross Yard. Also
delivered were the Ulster rear springs having been supplied by Ian Dunford of Vintage Austin Services.
In early June I paid Dick Applin yet another visit and got several useful spares for my Ruby and the Ulster Special.
(To be continued.)
Thank you John for your report on the work that you have already on Wexford and I for one look forward with interest to your
next report on your project. Editor

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
BREAKDOWN OR HELP DIRECTORY.
The idea of this section is to list members who have offered to provide help in case of a breakdown (with your car that is not
your mind, unless it is to do with solving an Austin Seven related problem!!) or specialist tools for other club members.
Neil Smith, Nr. Wisbech, is willing to give breakdown help to any Austineer who may be in his area. He has a trailer and so
could recover you and your A7 home if need be. Neil also has a car body lifting jig available, for lifting the body from the
chassis, if anyone needs the use of it. Contact Neil on 01945- 420402. Mobile: 07956-004-036.
Thank you Neil for starting this section off. If any other members would like to volunteer their services for the benefit of other
NA7C Members please let me know and I will pass the information on to other members.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Please note that the following FEHVC Newsletters have been edited (cut down) specifically to matters thought to be relating to the interests
of members of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club. If any member should want an unedited version please contact the NA7C Chairman.
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Editor:
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Lord Montagu of Beaulieu
Andrew Burt
Rosy Pugh
Jim Whyman

All correspondence to the secretary at the registered office

Registered office:

Kernshill,
Shute Street
Stogumber,
Taunton, TA4 3TU
Tel: 01984 656995 Fax: 01984 656762
email: admin@fbhvc.co.uk
Please include ‘FBHVC’ in the subject line of any emails

No 3, 2007

About FBHVC
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs exists to uphold the freedom to use old vehicles
on the road.
It does this by representing the interests of owners of such vehicles to politicians, government
officials, and legislators both in UK and (through membership of Fédération Internationale des
Véhicules Anciens) in Europe.
FBHVC is a company limited by guarantee, registered number 3842316, and was founded in 1988.
There are over 400 subscriber organisations representing a total membership of some 250,000 in
addition to individual and trade supporters. Details can be found at www.fbhvc.co.uk or on
application to the secretary. Subscriber clubs and organisations may reproduce the text of items
from this newsletter in their own publications provided that credit is given to FBHVC.
Photographs and cartoons may be reproduced only with specific permission. Those wishing to
reproduce items can receive the text by email to simplify production if they wish. Please ask the
secretary at admin@fbhvc.co.uk

Editorial
We make no apology for legislative matters taking so much of the space in the newsletter again: it is motorcyclists who face a
new threat this time. However, there are still some totally unfounded scare stories in the press - read ‘Myths and Petitions’ for
the truth.
Drive It Day built on the success of last year, and reports of events made news in the national press as well as the specialist
magazines. There are many photos on the FBHVC website, and many, many more on the individual club websites. If you
weren’t able to take part on the day, enjoy the photos!
UK LEGISLATION David Hurley
Low Emission Zone for London
The scheme order for London’s Low Emission Zone was announced on 9 May, and is of serious concern to those with an interest
in historic commercial vehicles anywhere in the country because other cities considering LEZ are likely to use London as a
model.
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Myths and petitions
We apologise for not noticing the error in the note about the e-petition calling for a return to a rolling date for VED exemption the path to the petition should have been shown as http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/historiccartax/ however, judging by the glee with
which the substitution of a dot for a forward slash was pointed out by so many, readers seem to have had no difficulty finding the
right place.
Little notice is likely to be taken of these e-petitions, however, as so many of them appear to be, shall we say, half-baked. The
latest one to cause the FBHVC telephone to hum asks the Prime Minister to reject any proposals to ban or restrict the use of
older cars. That, of course, is something FBHVC would always support - that’s what FBHVC exists to do - but the problem
comes with the explanatory note, which is scaremongering tosh (to put it politely). It says:
Several EU proposals across the years are dangerous to the classic car movement. One that has been under consideration is to
ban the use of cars older than 10 years. Similarly, Edinburgh City Council is considering the banning of cars over 15 years old
from the town centre. These, and similar, proposals directly threaten the classic car movement, and encourage the manufacture
of new cars, with the attendent [sic] environmental issues of sourcing raw materials, manufacturing, distriuting [sic] and
scrapping the spiralling [sic] supply of new vehicles.
This helps no-one: it resonates with those who are determined to see the worst in what is going on round us, and spreads the
myth that government and EU have ‘got it in for us’. Our experience is the opposite, but we’re always on the look out for
anything that might change that and so would be pleased if the sponsor of that e-petition could provide us with any evidence he
has to support the claim (in particular) that there has ever been a serious suggestion of banning the use of cars over 10 years old.
The claim about Edinburgh City Council we know to be incorrect (see p.3 last issue). We congratulate Classic Car Weekly on
its measured commentary on this topic: would that more publications took the trouble to check the veracity of the ‘scare’ stories
they choose to publish.
VED historic vehicle exemption
FBHVC has again written to the Treasury asking for a return to the rolling date for the VED exemption pointing out that UK is
the only country in Europe where such a concession employs a fixed date, and that the threshold for concession is set at 20 or 25
years in other countries, except Denmark which uses 35. By the end of this year, the youngest vehicles qualifying for the British
concession will be 35.
Drivers’ Hours
At the time of writing, the regulatory changes needed to implement the new EU regulations on drivers’ hours had not been
completed in their entirety. Statutory Instrument 2007/853, which came into force on 11 April, makes the changes needed for
modern commercial traffic, but the simplified definition exempting historic commercial vehicles from the tachograph regulations
has yet to be finalised.
Other matters
And still they flow in - consultations, that is - we are diligently reading consultations on revisions to the section of the MoT guide
dealing with contingency procedures to be adopted at testing stations in the event of computer failure; the possibility of allowing
the electronic delivery of insurance certificates; and revisions to the list of emissions standards for MoT testing (this latter does not
generally change anything for cars that are already subject to test).
EU LEGISLATION (Extracts from FIVA’s regular update provided by its lobbying service, EPPA)
FIVA response to EC consultation on Urban Transport
FIVA made a submission to the European Commission’s consultation on Urban Transport in April. While the policy
examination is broad (encompassing all forms of public and private transport, urban transport problems and potential solutions)
FIVA focused on highlighting its concerns that measures to address urban pollution and congestion have in a number of cases
disproportionately impacted upon historic vehicle use. The response explained FIVA’s research undertaken in 2005/06 which
showed that historic vehicles account for 0.8% of all vehicles in Europe and only travel annually 0.07% of the distance travelled
by modern vehicles. The response then stressed that the environmental impact of historic vehicle use is therefore negligible and
that FIVA feels that any measures specifically - or unintentionally - targeting historic vehicles are disproportionate to their aim
and that the impact on historic vehicles owners is therefore unfair, especially in light of the fact that that catalysers, soot filters
and other technical solutions for cleaner emission are not an option for historic vehicles. The European Commission is
undertaking this consultation as a first step to determine how it may best contribute to the development of polices to improve
urban transport in Europe. FIVA therefore urged the Commission to recognise its concerns and accordingly offer positive advice
in any guidance material to and actions with member state governments and local authorities when pursuing its urban transport
policy initiatives.
DVLA Sandy Hamilton
I am continuing to hear about cases where vehicles have been referred for inspection by DVLA following MoT tests where the
examiner has reported the vehicle for either a lack of chassis or VIN plate or a discrepancy between the number on the vehicle
and the number on record. I have also heard reports of inspections being required where motorcycles have not had a colour
mentioned in their V5C details, regardless of whether this was on the original logbook or not.
Section 6.3 of the VOSA handbook instructs a vehicle examiner that a chassis or VIN plate is only required on vehicles first used
on or after 1 August 1980. This reflects the requirements of Construction and Use legislation applicable to vehicles constructed
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up to that date. The appropriate action is for the relevant section on the test data screen to be entered as ‘Not Available’ and the
examiner should then move on to the next section of test data entry. There is nothing to stop a motorcycle examiner from
entering an appropriate colour into the relevant section. An examiner is not required to do anything more than the above and it is
quite inappropriate to report a historic vehicle to DVLA for inspection in these circumstances.
The above comments reflect the legal requirement. However, FBHVC strongly recommends that all owners should ensure that
their vehicle records are correct and that their vehicle is identified with the appropriate chassis number or VIN plate. While
drawing the line at insisting that owners of veteran or vintage machines should deface them by adding non-period ID plates it is
good practice that owners should be aware of the location of relevant markings so that they may be pointed out to vehicle
examiners not experienced with older vehicles.
DVLA normally has a pragmatic approach when advised of minor amendments to ID numbers especially for those vehicles that
have been registered for a number of years or where the ‘error’ can be attributed to mis-reading or transcription. I have heard
though of cases where inexperienced DVLA vehicle examiners have started to panic owners by suggesting that DVLA may have
to cancel a registration, apply a ‘Q’ mark or have the vehicle undertake a SVA test, a process that it was never designed to meet.
In the circumstances I have outlined this response is not necessary and owners should politely but firmly insist that it is incorrect
and should ask for the case to be referred to a higher level either within the Local Office or at Swansea. I am always interested
in hearing about such cases.
If you are seeking to register a pre-1980 vehicle for the first time (whether imported or one that has lost the original paperwork)
DVLA require that at first registration the vehicle must be fitted with an appropriate chassis or VIN plate. While you may pass
an MoT without one fitted, the subsequent examination at the Local Licensing Office will pick this up and delay the registration.
If you ever undertake a cherished transfer of your mark - surely no self-respecting historic vehicle owners would consider this? a missing chassis plate will at least delay the process and may lead to the transfer (or even the mark) being cancelled.
We strongly urge all clubs to pass this message on to their members: check registration documents against the markings
or plate actually on the vehicle and ensure that they tally exactly. If not, ensure that errors are advised to DVLA and
corrected promptly. Failure to follow this simple check procedure will lead at some point either to inconvenience (at
best) or to a lengthy investigation. It is difficult to have sympathy for owners threatened with loss of registration if they
fail to take this basic precaution, especially as we have been pushing this message for some considerable time.
V765 Scheme
By the time you read this Newsletter another visit to DVLA will have been completed. There are a number of items to discuss
regarding aspects of the procedure, most of which are related to specific cases and evidence to support claims.
We will also discuss cases where driving licence entitlements have been lost at renewal or on advising change of particulars). A
report will appear in the next issue.
IMPERIAL or METRIC?
Congratulations are due to the British Weights and Measures Association on their campaign to persuade the EU to extend
indefinitely the derogation allowing the use of Imperial units.
As reported earlier in the year, this derogation is due to end by 2010. The campaign took a great step forward early in May when
the Commissioner responsible, Günther Veheugen, agreed that he would support an indefinite extension.
Reports in the press that the battle had been won may, however, have been premature as there are still several bridges to cross
and these are best summed up in the words of John Gardner, Director of BWMA:
The EC has yet to respond officially to the public consultation that was held earlier this year. However, Commissioner
Veheugen recently told an EU parliamentary committee that, based on his reading of the submissions, it is his intention to
propose to other Commissioners (the ‘College’) that supplementary indications be extended indefinitely. Before this can
happen, Commissioner Veheugen must publish formally his findings on the consultation, which is likely to be in July 2007.
For the moment, therefore, nothing has changed. Directive 80/181/EC is still in force. The Commission must introduce another
amending directive, which must be passed by the Council of Ministers, and then the European Parliament. While we consider
the successful passage of an amending directive to be highly likely, it is too early to pop open the champagne, just yet.
MOTORING COLLECTIONS NETWORK
The Motoring Collections Network is a young organisation that has been set up to bring together all those working to care for
and provide access to motoring heritage collections throughout the UK with the aim of facilitating research, avoiding duplication
of effort and improving public awareness. The group has been started under the auspices of the Museums, Libraries & Archives
Council as part of the Renaissance Subject Specialist Network initiative. It is co-led by the National Motor Museum at Beaulieu
and the Heritage Motor Centre at Gaydon with the support of the steering group chaired by Andrea Bishop, Director of
Collections at the National Motor Museum Trust.
There is a wide recognition of the role of clubs in collecting and preserving artefacts, vehicles and information. Museums
throughout the UK are keen to support and work alongside clubs and by sharing skills and expertise will maximise the benefits
for all involved.
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Representatives of several FBHVC subscriber organisations that are known to have archive and/or artefact collections were
invited to attend an exploratory meeting held at the Heritage Motor Centre towards the end of last year where there was general
agreement that if the Network was to reach its full potential, club collections should be included. It works to mutual benefit: the
wider network gets to know who has what type of artefacts; organisations with specialist interests will learn who else has
relevant material.
The network’s first project is to map information about collections of motoring related objects, and to that end a questionnaire
has been produced asking straightforward questions about the collections. This is specifically object related: future projects will
deal with paper and photographic archives. If your club has a collection of motoring memorabilia that is of significance or you
know of other collections that may be interested in the activities of the network, please contact Rebecca Wood at the National
Motor Museum who is co-ordinating the project at rebecca.wood@beaulieu.co.uk or tel: 01509 614659
CLUB MAGAZINES
Many clubs include FBHVC on the mailing list for their magazines: we’re always pleased to have them and any readers with
responsibility for club publications might like to check that the FBHVC address is included.
And just in case you think they won’t get read, this is what happens: the secretary glances through them all on arrival to pick up
any matters of immediate concern. They are handed to David Davies who reads them more carefully (he considers this ‘a
privilege that is entertaining, informative and educational’) and produces from them the Club News section of this newsletter.
Once he has finished with them, they are passed on to motoring journalist Michael Ware who, in turn, hands them on to the
library at the National Motor Museum.
COVENTRY TRANSPORT MUSEUM - New Gallery
Coventry Transport Museum has recently completed a brand new gallery called ‘Boomtown’. The gallery charts Coventry’s
booming road transport industry from the 1950s to the 1970s. The new gallery signals the latest wave of developments at the
Transport Museum, which proudly displays the world’s largest collection of British road transport and has completely free
admission.
As part of the new gallery a real Tarmac roadway, complete with working cats’ eyes, has been laid in the Museum. As you
follow this course you can hear people talking about their experiences in the city during this exciting period; have a go at
building cars on a mock production line; play an ‘engine organ’ and explore where Coventry cars have been sold around the
world. As you explore the gallery you will see a Mini emerging from a tunnel, representing one of the most famous chase scenes
from the iconic movie The Italian Job, filmed here in Coventry’s sewers! Don't miss the recreation of Coventry’s ring road, once
described as the best in the country.
The gallery also contains a number of commercial vehicles: buses, lorries and tractors. Marvel at the 20-foot stack of tractors and
find out how Massey Ferguson built tractors in Coventry. Discover what it was like to work on Coventry Transport buses as a
driver or a ‘clippy’, and discover how far a bus will tilt before it falls over.
Open seven days a week, 10am - 5pm. Tel: 024 7623 4270 www.transport-museum.com
CLUB NEWS David Davies
Several magazine editorials urge patronage of local post offices for re-licensing vehicles; declining business will hasten local PO
demise.
The Pre-war Austin 7 Club magazine gives us the good news that the new owners of Longbridge, Nanjing, intend to preserve
Lord Austin’s office. The same magazine contains a report on the club’s Winter Trial enhanced by some atmospheric
photographs of Austins in the mud… And a brief but fascinating biography of Pat Driscoll.
August 20, 2007 is the 75th anniversary of the Riley successes at the International Tourist Trophy race on the Ards circuit (near
to Belfast). The intention of the Riley Register is to assemble a formidable collection of Rileys to mark the occasion – the
contact is: robincameron@btinternet.com
The Morgan Sports Car Club magazine for February contains the first instalment of the saga of the discovery of the Le Mans
car 259 of 1937 in Connecticut. It has been repatriated and restoration commenced.
The Vauxhall Owners Club newsletter reminds us that 2007 is the company’s centenary and gives us a brief history of the
name going back to 1857. A centenary rally will be held at the Billing Aquadrome, Northants over the weekend of 7 & 8 July.
www.vauxhallownersclub-1903-1957.co.uk
The March issue of the Austin Seven Owners’ Club (London) not only contains a flattering review of the FIVA Driver’s Code
but the remarkable intelligence that a supercharged Austin 7 Sports, driven by Messrs Goodacre and Trevison, came second in
the 1931 Mille Miglia behind a 1100cc supercharged Maserati.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Saturday 30th June / Sunday 1st July. Beaulieu National Austin Seven Rally. Organised by 750MC HQ

Tuesday 3rd July. ANCC "Cars in the Car Park" - Weston Park 6.30pm onwards. The annual gathering of all the car
clubs of Norfolk – so come along and meet your fellow enthusiasts from our bootiful county
Saturday / Sunday 21st 22nd July The Holkham Country Fair. This event is recommended by Charles Levien who says “I
normally go just for the Sunday. It's a really good country fair with lots of interesting things going on -- and all the better for
being a two yearly event. You save £10.00 each if two of you go in an entered car -- not to be sniffed at!” Unfortunately the latest
information is that old car entries are full so maybe we can get the information earlier in 2009 and go as a group.
Sunday 29th July. Steam & Transport Exhibition, Potter Heigham Village Hall. I think that this may well be a nice little
gathering. For further information contact John Holland on 01692-671987.
Sunday 26th August. Norton Hill Light Railway Charity Weekend. Run by Kings Lynn Lions Club and our Western Member,
John Groom (with his Austin Seven which used to go by the name of “Pongo”), they have have once again invited members of
the NA7C to join them in their Austin Sevens for the day. It’s a lovely setting and a very friendly event. Contact John for more
details – 01945-474196.

Sunday 2nd September. 30th Police Gala Day / BBC Radio Norfolk Old Car Rally. Last year the NA7C
raised it’s gazebo for a gathering point, and attracted nine Austin 7s and a number of new members. This year we will be once
again be congregating there, and this year we will call it our “NA7C RALLY” rather than just a “gathering”. So please
come along in your Austin Seven, to the Norfolk Show Ground at Easton, and join us around the club’s gazebo – if you get lost
trying to find us just look out for the club banners which will be fluttering at a height of some 5 meters!!.
There will be NO ENTRY CHARGE!!! Plaques will be given to all Austin Seven participants and Non-Returnable NA7C
2007 “Silver” mugs will be presented to the cars judged “best Square Rad” or “Best Cowled Rad” by fellow members and
another for the Austin Seven that the general public vote for on the day. Contact Jim B (01493-750805) for more
information and your FREE Car Pass for the driver and one passenger (for the Gala that is not for your Old Age Pension!!!).

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
SIGNING OFF

I hope that you found this edition of the NORFOLK NA7TER of interest and hope that you will let me have
any items in the way of articles or photos for future editions. If you can, please send them to me by email,
so that I can easily transfer them, but please bear in mind that I AM NOT YET ON BROADBAND SO
CANNOT TAKE FILES LARGER OR PHOTOS LARGER THAN 2MB. If you are not linked up by
confuser, then please send in your articles and photos so that I can copy them or scan them.
Do please join in any events that you can with your Austin Seven, because as unless you do support the
events they may not be there in the future when you want them.

And Finally
Remember to

Best Wishes Jim

B

Notes:

1.

2.

3.

The articles and views expressed and printed in the NORFOLK NA7TER are for the sole use of NA7C members and their
readership and must not be printed or reproduced in any other way without the express written permission of the NA7C
appointed representatives.
Data Protection Act 1998 The information contained in the Membership application form will be recorded electronically
for the purposes of mailing the Club newsletter In order to keep the Chassis register of surviving cars produced by the
Austin Seven Clubs Association up to date details of your car(s) will be forwarded to them from time to time. Names and
addresses will not be included.
The N.A.7.C is a member of the Austin Seven Clubs Association and the Federation of British Vehicles Clubs. The views
expressed in the articles appearing in ‘NORFOLK NA7TER’ are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
club, committee or the editor. It maybe necessary to condense or alter some of the articles submitted for publication to meet
with the space available, the editor apologises in advance if this is unavoidable.
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